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Abstract: Current web applications are “closed” web applications. Such applications do not support integration and interoperability amongst them. Semantic web stack, however provides for languages and tools that help in achieving interoperability and integration amongst various web applications. Web applications developed nowadays are distributed and interoperable. Semantic web stack enables the designers to embed semantic web descriptions using Ontologies [1]. Ontologies provide a shared understanding of a given realm that can be disseminated amongst people and across application systems [2]. In addition to building semantic web systems that are interoperable and distributed there is also a need to make these semantically enabled systems trustworthy. Various work has been done till date regarding the trust and various mathematical models have been proposed regarding the same. In this paper we are trying to address the issue of provenance using PROV-DM data model. The Provenance architecture has been proposed by the Provenance working group. We have tried to implement the data model in a university Ontology and have tried to show how provenance can be embedded to Semantically enabled University People Program Ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Semantic Web-

The huge amount of data present in the web cannot be understood by the computers alone nor can the computers make effective decisions with these pieces of information. The rapid development and the application of the world wide web has made it easy to share information and collaborate with each other, however there are many information resources distributed on the web. This makes it difficult to effectively search and retrieve information that is present in the web. The information that is usually retrieved from the web is keyword based. This is due to the fact that the information is usually unstructured and thus the traditional data mining techniques do not work on it[3].Semantic Web also contemplated as the extension of the current web, provides for standards and techniques for interoperation and understanding by computers[4].

The semantic web thus is an extension of the current web, in which information is tagged using meta tags thereby giving it useful meaning and enabling man and machines to work in cooperation with each other[5].The inventor of the semantic web, Tim Berners-Lee described that the semantic web would enhance the structure of the current web by adding meta- tags to it or descriptive tags to it. These tags would enable pedagogical agents to understand the meaning of the web pages and would aid in effective search and retrieval process [6]. The process of adding meaningful descriptions to web pages was done by the use of Ontologies. We discuss the concept of Ontologies in the following section.

B. Ontology

“Ontologies are widely used in applications dealing with knowledge management, natural language processing, e-commerce, and various forms of knowledge engineering,[7]”. “Ontologies, i.e. formalized conceptualizations [8], are a well authenticated tools for interdisciplinary modelling, that provide indispensable sharing of formal language”. Ontologies allow for static software design and help in interoperability amongst different domains [9]. Among the forms of representing knowledge, ontologies are the best for allowing inference mechanisms because they provide logical information of the web page. Ontologies are considered for knowledge representation in various domains as they are flexible, general and semantically expressive, thereby allowing for the change of information as per the context and needs. It is due to these reasons that works in the literature use ontologies to represent context information. Though several Ontologies have been developed for various domains they still lack the element of trust as regards the data or the information retrieved from them. Various definitions of trust have been proposed by various scientists. We discuss the concept of trust in the section provided below and further discuss how it can be incorporated in our Ontologies.

C. Trust

Trust is a parameter that undermines or, relates to fairness, probity, purity and sincerity of agent which can be a human agent or a machine agent and the services that this agent or service can offer[10]. Trust is a crucial factor that aids in enhancing the Quality of Ontologies present in the semantic web. Several Models and strategies [11][12][13][14] have been proposed for evaluating trust in the semantic web in recent years. Besides these several Belief Functions [14],
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Data Quality Algorithms, Trust Inference algorithms [15] have also been devised for estimating trust in ontologies. These models usually use graph theory to generate and assign value to trust and then derive trust from these values [16], however no practical derivation of trust implementation in ontology has been proposed. In the subsequent sections we thus discuss the Concept of Provenance and state how this can be incorporated in our ontologies.

D. Provenance
Provenance also known as the lineage or the source of derivation of an entity, is a crucial factor in evaluating trust in ontologies. Tracking the source or the lineage or the derivation history of a given piece of information helps in answering question like who, what, when and how regarding the piece of information. Several organizations across the world use provenance a base for evaluating trust. For example, the American Food and Drug Administration keeps the record of the drug, as long as the drug is in use, similarly data regarding a patient history e.g. the drugs given to a patient, the history of medical treatment are also kept for further reference and tracking. Aerospace engineering also keeps records of the design and the experimental uses of it in order to track user data. Provenance is gaining wide acceptance in application areas like Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA)[17][18].Thus provenance[19] or pedigree aims to capture the processing history of a data item along with the dependencies that a data item has. Several research [20][21] has been made in regards to provenance in semantic web. These researches are motivated by the fact that provenance has many real world applications like healthcare [22], banking, Finance and life sciences [23][24]. Thus form the above descriptions of trust its can be easily seen that provenance is a crucial component in evaluating the trust of ontologies. In the subsequent sections we first discuss the work that has been done in the Educational Section till date regarding ontologies, then discuss the motivation of implementing trust in University Ontology and then finally discuss the implementation of trust using Provenance data Model in detail.

II. RELATED WORK
The new age mantra of the Information age has been. “The more information the better!“. However, there is also the need to store information such that it is easily accessible to pedagogical agents and humans as well. Semantic web serves to solve this problem using Ontologies. Ontologies describe domain knowledge in ways that can be easily analyzed, extracted and integrated thereby creating a strong knowledge base for software agents to use and access. Ontologies helps in the process of scrutinizing, extricating, and desegregating information on the web, creation of solid knowledge bases that help intelligent services retrieve relevant information [25]. Likewise, a number of ontologies have been described in education domain to support e-Learning operations like Edu Onto, which is an ontology for Educational Resources [26][27]. Also, Ontologies like Onto Edu have been developed to support e-learning system in a grid framework[28]. Ontologies like Univ-bench ,describing the Working of a university Structure have also been implemented. Thus, in environments where semantic web and ontologies provide everyone the ability to contribute something, it becomes necessary to evaluate the trustworthiness of the information provided by the individual contributors [29]. Grandson [30] defines the trust in the following manner; “Trust is the confidence in the capability of an entity or a person to act conscientiously, resolutely, and loyally within respect to a given frame of reference or situation”. On the other hand, “Distrust may be a useful concept to specify as a means of nullifying previously agreed confidence for situations when entities are trusted, by default, and it is necessary to identify some ways to identify entities which are not trustworthy” [30][31] trust plays Trust plays significant role in making semantic web applications dependable. Several mathematical models have been proposed till date for evaluating the trustworthiness of Ontologies. However, there are no practical implementations of trust embedment in Ontologies proving the same. Thus, in our paper we have made an attempt to demonstrate the importance of trust by embedding the same using the concept of provenance. We have implemented the concepts using the PROV-DM data model in University People Program Ontology.

III. MOTIVATION OF WORK
In conventional system, educators follow a scheduled curriculum. Pupils in such cases also broaden their knowledge by means of verbal collaboration inside and outside the classes. In the modern society people however often use of the Internet to cooperate, participate and hookup with each other. They share knowledge in an informal way on forums, blogs, wikis and other. The informal sources usually lack structural information. The information that is retrieved from the forums, blogs and wikis usually varies with the kind of search engine used and is primarily based on keyword-based search. Additionally, the content itself can be structured, unstructured, or semi-structured. This makes it unfit for consumption by man and machine [32].The Semantic web provides a solution to this problem by providing Ontologies that embed meta tags which can be understood by man and machines, thereby helping in efficient retrieval of information e.g. the data retrieved using semantically annotated web pages will reduce the time that students waste sorting through unwanted information and sources[33]. The data retrieved using Semantically enabled web pages called Ontologies will not only act as substitute for LMS systems but would also provide teachers with feedback about information their courses lack. Indeed, the organizations most companies like Google, yahoo etc are also are working towards making business models that support semantic web, thereby helping users in retrieving useful information (Liu, Yu & Meng, 2004). They use semantic web tags that allows for searching web pages tailored to learner’s interest. Similarly tailoring method which are dependant on learners’ interests, strengths and requirements could be applied in university scenarios and other teaching and learning environments. Ontologies in semantic web also allow teachers or students the ease and the facility to process, share and modify information.
at their own pace as emphasized by Czerkwaski in 2012. In this regard, Devedzic has emphasized that “Model based learning can be used to know the learner’s background knowledge of the subject, skills, motivations, learning and aptitude preferences and learning progress to provide tailor made instructions to the learner. The sharing of domain knowledge using Ontologies allow teacher educators to tag a resource that is connected to the given appropriate academic standard, which itself can exist within one or more comprehensive taxonomies. The Semantic Web makes it trivial to create learning materials and retrieve them thereby enabling educators to easily find reuse and remixing them. This provides for flexibility to create new repositories of knowledge from various resources including teacher’s knowledge. It also provides for informal online spaces where teachers and teacher candidates can share, discuss and collaborate together on various learning scenarios. With the help of Semantic web agents’ educators can track the progress of their students and can check for which assignments was made by a given student LMS,[32] Meta-tags of the semantic web will help in answering questions like- Which subject was assigned to a particular instructor, qualification of the instructor, no of students taught by the instructor, areas of interest of an instructor? What is the study material prescribed by a given instructor, how many books the instructor has published, what are the areas of specialization of the instructor? Courses opted by a student, areas of interest of students, weak areas of a given student, assignments submitted by a student in an LMS?

Thus, Semantic web -
1. Helps in locating information by the use of URI’s
2. Helps in Data Integration by the use of OWL annotations
3. Can help in collaborating and co-operating with other agents on the web to retrieve common information by the means of ontology.

4. Also, it Aggregates information from various sources to aid in effective and novel research.
5. A fully-ripened semantic search tool will return accurate results from a searching images, text, and other content which is aggregated in meaningful way. Thus, it can be sufficiently concluded that -Semantic web ontologies help in gathering useful and relevant information from these knowledge repositories via semantic annotations. However, these ontologies still suffer from lack of trustworthiness, regarding the information retrieved.

For instance, Questions like-
When, where and by whom was a piece of data item made?
Is the piece of data item that is retrieved by means of these semantically annotated web pages trustworthy?
What were the processes that were involved in making the piece of data item?
Is the item updated or recent? And many more……

Remain unanswered…
The fish bone Diagram provided below in Fig. 1 clearly shows the limitations regarding current ontologies and the need for trustable ontologies-

![Fish Bone Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1-Limitations of current ontologies**

This can be accomplished by embedding provenance annotations into the ontologies. Provenance allows the semantic web agents to track the lineage of information stored in repositories thereby providing the proof of trustworthiness of the information retrieved from these repositories Our work –We have implemented provenance using the PROV-DM data model in a university Ontology The methodology for creating a university Ontology is represented by Fig. 2 provided below-
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IV. PROV MANAGEMENT IN UNIVERSITY ONTOLOGY

Provenance refer to the lineage of a data item. Provenance helps us answer questions pertaining to the history of a piece of information. It does so by tracking the origin of the piece of data item. In this section we have thus aimed to show the creation of provenance instances by creating a University Ontology. Below is a screenshot of a University Ontology which clearly describes the set of individuals involved in a University set up. Fig. 3 clearly shows that University Ontology is divided into staff, students, subjects and program and all of them together belong to the superclass thing. The fig. shown below -

Additionally, the above fig. also shows the division of Ontology into Entity, Agent and activity. This has been accomplished by adding the PROV-O Ontology to the OWL.

Fig. 3: University Ontology [34]

Develop an Ontology for
Promote structured data by
Add metadata by PROV-DM
Validate trustworthiness by
Add rules and constraints using DL
validate the derivation of new facts from existing facts
Validate using Parsers

Fig. 2: Fig. showing the methodology adopted for developing the ontology

Fig. 4 clearly shows the asserted model of the University Ontology created using OWLVIZ.
Addition of PROV-O to University Ontology also helps to add provenance assertions to various elements of this Ontology. In the code and Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 provided below we have attempted to add the same and have verified the same using reasoners. The Code snippets and Screenshots shown below have been taken from our University Ontology. The code states that Col. Mahotra along with Mr. Bisht both of whom are human agents, and individuals of class Security are involved in the creation of the entity DisciplinaryCommitteeReport by acting as a moderator and a compiler of the report. The activity which was used to create the Disciplinary committee was “Creation of disciplinary committee report”. The provenance assertions are prov#activity, prov#hadrole, prov#wasAttributedTo, prov#wasAssociatedWith. Furthermore assertions like prov#hadprimarysource, prov#wasderivedFrom state the fact that the entity Disciplinary Committee Report is derived from AntiRaggingGuidelines which itself is an entity as entity AntiRaggingGuidelines contributed in making of the new Entity.

```xml
<Declaration>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</Declaration>

<ClassAssertion>
  <Class IRI="#Security"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</ClassAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hadRole"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectProperty IRI="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hasEmpID"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="/Bisht">
    <Literal datatypeIRI="#xsd:nonNegativeInteger">3301</Literal>
  </NamedIndividual>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#wasAssociatedWith"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#wasAttributedTo"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#DisciplinaryCommitteeReport"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hadPrimarySource"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#DisciplinaryCommitteeReport"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hadRole/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hasEmpID">
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht">
      <Literal datatypeIRI="#xsd:nonNegativeInteger">3301</Literal>
    </NamedIndividual>
  </ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#wasAssociatedWith">
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
  </ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#wasAttributedTo">
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#DisciplinaryCommitteeReport"/>
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
  </ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hadPrimarySource">
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#DisciplinaryCommitteeReport"/>
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
  </ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="/disciplineCommitteeReport">iri#http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#hasEmployedIndividual">
    <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht">
      <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht">
        <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht">
          <NamedIndividual IRI="#Bisht">
            <NamedIndividual IRI="#Colonel_Malhotra"/>
          </NamedIndividual>
        </NamedIndividual>
      </NamedIndividual>
    </NamedIndividual>
  </ObjectPropertyAssertion>
```

Fig. 4-Assorted Ontology of University People Program Ontology[34]
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Fig. 5[34]-Fig. showing the rules applied to the agent Colonel Malhotra

Fig. 6: Fig. showing the assertions applied to various instances of a university and derivations done using hermit reasoner.

The above Provenance assertions answer questions like how, by whom and what role did an agent have in the creation of new entities, what were procedures involved and if it all an old entity was used for the creation of new entities. Provenance also helps us in answering questions like- How many resources were resources were involved in
creating a piece of data item. The fig. provided below states that the activity namely Creation of Research paper for Semantic web was carried out used another entity used a pdf, an image and was performed by the agent Mrinal who is a type of person this shown using the prov#usage assertions and the used clause in the Fig. 7 provided below. The Fig. 7 also shows inferences that were automatically generated by the reasoners using the dotted lines. The fig. was generated using OWLVIZ. Provenance also provides us answers to questions like whether a particular data item was derived by Quoting a certain piece of information from another data item. This is accomplished using the prov#quotedfrom provenance assertion. The fig. 8 provided below states that the research paper on Semantic Web was developed by quoting some text from a pdf namely1C6bd36….thus a professor can easily identify if at all the particular research submitted by a student paper is genuine or not. By specifying the prov#quotedFrom prov assertion we can say that a particular piece of data item has been derived from another. Additionally, we can also specify the prov#atLocation provenance assertion to specify the location of a data item. This will help in identifying if a given piece of data item is coming from a trusted source or not. This can be seen by the Fig. 7 shown below. Fig. 8 states that a given entity namely GrievanceRedressalGuidelines is stores at location specified by the prov#atLocation clause and this prov# at/Location further helps in creating the report of the GrievanceRedressal Committee of the University.

Fig. 7[34]: Fig. showing the relationships of entities with various agents, activities and entities

Fig. 8[34]: Fig. showing the relationships of various agents, entities and other activities and their derivations done using Hermit reasoner and OWL viz
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Fig. 9[34]-Fig. showing the asserted and reasoned ontology using the Hermit reasoner

V.CONCLUSION
Provenance or the lineage of a document enables to provide the proof of trustworthiness of a document. Provenance tracking is thus a crucial component of the semantic web application. The procedure to create, embed and track has been done using the PROV-DM model and the discharge of the same can be done by following the procedures, codes and snippets provided above
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